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ABSTRACT 
Equations of the form X (x, u; e) du U (x, u; e) with I e ] < 1 are considered to have asymptotic " -~x  = 
approximations in implicit form. This allows the dependent and independent variables to be re- 
lated in non-analytic as well as analytic ways. A weak/y-interacting predator-prey model con- 
taining a nodal point singularity is analyzed and the relationships of the perturbation solutions 
on various branches is shown. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of implicit perturbations, introduced in
[1], allows the dependent and independent variables 
to be related in non-analytlc, as well as analytic, ways 
with regard to the small parameter .Phase plane 
analysis of first order differential equations treated by 
perturbation methods uch as [2] indicates that only 
certain branches are being approximated and the 
methods do not give an overview of the solutions on 
the various branches. The method of [2] was intro- 
duced to give uniformly valid approximations, how- 
ever, [3] shows there is failure in certain situations. A 
number of implicit approximations are considered and 
the case of a nodal point singularity in the weakly- 
interacting predator-prey model is analyzed and the 
relationships of the perturbation solutions on the three 
possible branches i shown. 
The technique outlined escribes a formal method for 
construction of formal asymptotic expansions. These 
approximations are uniformly valid in the domains of 
interest, but convergence of these approximations is 
not shown. 
Each solution of (2.2), F (x, u; e) - constant, is an 
integral of (2.!); i.e., differentiate F(x, u; e) = C with 
respect to x : 
8F d___~u + 8__FF = 0, (2.3) 
8u dx 8x 
and then make use of (2.1). We are assuming that 
F (x, u; e) is a non-constant function and that 
[OF ]2 [_~uF ]24= 0 (2.4) + 
except possibly at isolated points. Using the analyticity 
with respect to e, we expand X, U, and F so that 
X (x, u; e) = X 0 (x, u) + eX 1 (x, u) + ... (2.5) 
U(x,u;e) = U0(x, u ) + eU 1 (x,u) + ... (2.6) 
F (x, u;e) = F 0 (x, u) + eF 1 (x, u) + ... (2.7) 
Substitute (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7) into (2.2) and separate 
according to powers of e in order to obtain the follow- 
ing recursive set of partial differential equations : 
x o (x, u) ~F° 3F° + U 0 (x, u) = 0 
~x ~u 
2. OUTLINE OF THE METHOD 
We consider the First order initial value problem : 
X(x,u;e) du =U(x ,u ;e )  le l< l  
dx (2.1) 
u (Xo) = u 0 
with X(x, u; e) and U(X, u; e) analytic in e and con- 
tinuous in x and u. This equation will be analyzed by 
making use of the partial differential equation 
x (x ,u ;e)  3F+U(x ,u ;e )  ~F =0. (2.2) 
~x au 
Xo(x,u ) ~F1 + Uo(x,u ) ~F__!=_xl(x,u ) ~ro 
3x Ou Ox 
3F 0 
- U 1 (x, u) ~u 
3F 2 3F 2 ~F 1 3F 0 
x0 ~x + u0 ~---~ - Ix1 ~ + x~=~-]  
~F1 + U ~F0 
- [U I -~-  2 - -7 ]  (2.8) 
Q 4 ~ O Q 6 1 Q I g d O U O 6 1 & g Q  
(*) R. F. Melka, Mathematics Department ,  University o f  Pittsburgh at Bradford, Bradford, P A. 
16701, USA. 
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Our solutions are of the form 
F 0 (x, u) + eF 1 (x, u) + . . . .  C (2.9) 
C is a constant obtained from the initial condition 
u(x0) = u 0 as it is applied to (2.9). Hence 
F 0 (x 0, u 0) + eF 1 (x 0, u0) + .., = C. (2.10) 
The first step in constructing formal approximations 
is to solve the first equation of (2.8) and determine 
F 0 (x, u). The solution is an arbitrary function o£ a 
definite function; i.e., i ra  (x, u) satisfies the partial 
differential equation, then so does 
F o (x, u) = H (A(x, u)) 
where H will be chosen at a subsequent s ep. In some 
cases we need to compute u(x=0) and an appropriate 
choice of H will make this possible at the O(e) step; 
otherwise we choose an H that will lead to the most 
simplified expressions. Usually this means that for an 
O(e) approximation, we should examine the O(e 2) 
terms on the fight hand side of the third equation of 
(2.8). An equation such as ir = r (1 -er  2) exemplifies 
this point by showing that the appropriate choice 
leads to F 2 = 0, thereby furnishing the exact solution. 
Note that2he solution to this differential equation 
remains bounded for all positive t but the classical 
perturbation method yields a generating solution (cor- 
responding to e= 0) r 0 = ce t that is unstable as t -+ 
and that this instability will be carried to higher order 
perturbations. The implicit perturbation yields 
F 0 (r, t) = (r/et) k and for k > 0 this term decreases 
to zero as t -+ ~ and unbotmdedness i  not introduced 




(x+eu)  du (x 2 )u=0 with e>0 (3.1) 
-~-x + - 
The origin is a nodal point and we require solutions 
for x > 0. utilizing (2.8), we have 
3F 0 3F 0 
-x  ~ + (x -2 )u  3u -0 .  (3.2) 
1  Fn+l -x  3Fn+l v (x -2 )u  I I [  U ~ (3.3) 
a x 3u 3x 
with n~>0. 
The solution to (3.2) is F 0 (x, u) = H(A) with 
A = (x2e-X)/u and H arbitrary, so that for n = 0 our 
next equation is 
3F1 (x_2)u  3Fl_ xe -x -x---g;--+ 3u = (2-x)  H" (A) 
(3.4) 
with particular solution 
F 1 (x, u) = H" (A) [e -x (1 -x)  + DO]. (3.5) 
The simplest choice H" (A) = i is not satisfactory, since 
the approximation would then fail to given an initial 
estimate for u (x = 0). We let 
H'CA) =A -k  ukekx - ~ and then 
x 
e -x ( l -x )  + D O 
F 1 (x, u) = uke kx [ ]. 
x2 k (3.6) 
For bounded behaviour as x ~ 0, we utilize L'Hospital's 
rule which indicates the choices k = 1/2 and D O " -1. 
Then 
lira F l (x ,  u) =-2[u  (0)] 1/2 - (3.7) 
x-+0 
It follows that H(A) = A 1 - k / (1 - k) = 2 x e-X/2/vr~u 
and the approximation reads :
2xe-X/2 + exf~u eX/2[ e-x (l--x) - 1 ]= CO . (3.8) 
x 
For I x I "¢ 1 the above expression reduces to 
x eV~u =C 0 
and /4  
+ 4ex  ]2 
2e 
We note that u + satisfies u(0) = 0 while u is such that 
u(0) ~ 0. Lighthill's method (see [4]) applied to this 
example reduces to the usual perturbation series and 
has the property that u(0) = 0, indicating that the 
branch going through the origin is being approximated. 
The first two terms of the approximation on this 
branch can be obtained from (3,8) by iteration; i.e., 
set e = 0, solve for u(x) = u0(x )= (4/C~)^ x 2 e and 
then utilize u0(x ) in the e term. 
The F2(x, u) term can also be obtained and we have 
F 2 (x, u) = u3/----~ 2 ie-x/2(x 2-  2) + 2eX/2(1-x) + 4B0e3X/2 ] 
4x 3 
(3.9) 
For bounded behaviour as x-~ 0, we must choose 
B 0 = 0. When x-~ 0, (3.8) and (3,9) yield 
e 2 
-2e  ~ - ~ [u(0)]3/2 = O(e) = C O 
so that the solution can be initialized at u(0) a~ 0. 
Example 2 
Let 
(x+eu)  + (2+x)u=0,  u(1)=e :1, e>0.  
(3.10) 
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The origin is a saddle point and we are interested in
x I> 0. The first equation we consider is 
~F o 3F o 
-x  ...... + u (x+ 2) -- =0  
3x 3u 
and F 0 (x, u) = H (A) where A = ux2e x. There fol- 
lows 
3F 1 3F 1 
-x~+ u(x+ 2) - =u  
3x 3u 
and 
Fl(X, u) = H,(A)u2x4e2X Ve-x ( 2 ~ 1 1 
L 3x 3 + - -  - -  ) 6x 2 6x 
l n lx I  i ~, _(_~)n ] (3.11) / 6 6 n=l  n(n!) 
Note that f fH ' (A)  is not considered in (3.11), the 
remaining terms behave as O(x) as x ~ 0. The choice 
H'(A) = O (1/x) is then the only one which will yield 
F 1 [0,u (0)] finite but not zero. 
Hence, this determines 
1 e -x /2  and (3.12) 
H'(A) = 2V~-  2x~u 
F 0 ix, u) = H (A) = ~/~, = x ~u e x/2. (3:13) 
Equations (3.11), (3.12), and (3.13) constitute the 
O(e) solution. Obtaining F2[0, u (0)], we have at 
X = 0~ 
e 2 [u (0)] 3/2 ÷ [u (0)] 5/2 = C O = 1 (3.14) 
3 20 
so that iteration yields 
• 3 [31e]113 + 0(1). (3.15) u(O) = [3/e] 2/3 10 
The value of u(0) as stated in [4] shows a different 
coefficient of [3/e] 1/3. This error is noted on p. 19 
of [1 ]  and V. 82 of  [6]. 
3F0 = H'(A)u2x(x+ 2) 
~x 
Example 3 
In this example the coefficient of the u term is -1 
when x = 0 and in [4] it is pointed out that one may 
obtain branch points exponentially dose to the 
or J~ : 
(~ + eu) du + (x -1 )u= 0 with u(!) = lie. (3.16) 
We have F 0 (x, u) = H (A) with A = (x e'X) / u. To 
obtain F 1 (x, u) we consider 
• 3 F 1 8F 1 
-x  , + u(x -1 )  ,, =e-X(1-x)H ' (A)  and 
3x  ~u 
(3.17) 
F I (x ,u )=H' (A) [  fXe_ z z -1  (~)  dz + DO] (3.18) 
We note that the integral in (3.18) behaves as O(-lnlxl) 
as x ~ 0, and the choice H'(A) = o(Ak), k > 0 will 
lead to FI[0 , u (0)] = 0, so that u(0) cannot be obtained. 
This difflcnlty is overcome by adding a homogeneous 
solution of (3.17) to (3.18); i.e., 
G(A) = H'(A) In JA l .  Hence 
G(A) = H'(A) [1hi x l -x  - ln  lul]. (3.19) 
The In I x I term in (3.19) is rewritten as an integral 
and added to the previous integral so that we now have 
Fl(X'U)-- H'(A)[ j~x 1-e-Zz dz + 1 -e -X -x - ln lu l ] .  
(3.20) 
Applying the initial condition after choosing H'(A) = 1 
yields F0(1 , l/e) = 1 and F 1 (1, l/e) = 0. f fwe let 
~1 1 - e -z a= dz+l -  1 
Z e 
then as x -~ 0 we obtain 
n (0) = e~v [-  ~-  al. (3.21) 
Example 4 
We consider the Van der Pol equation 
x"  + e (x2-  1) x" + x= O, Je l l1  
in the xy phase plane, by letting x" = y so that 
dy x + e (x 2 - 1) y ]. (3.22) -a-f : - [  y 
The origin is an unstabte focus, and there exists a 
periodic solution which is a stable limit cycle. Our 
partial differential equations are : 
y - x = 0 (3.23) 
3x 3y 
0 3F1 3F1 = (x 2 - 1) y ~ (3.24) 
Y 3x -x  3y 3y 
The solution to (3.23) is F 0 = H (A) with A = x 2 + y2. 
This suggests (*) the change of variables x = r cos 0, 
y = r sin 0 and (3.24) becomes 
~F r 2 ~_ 30 = ~ (r2 -4)  - r 4 cos 40 + r 2 cos 2 0 (3•25) 
where F 1 (x, y) = H'(A) F (r, 0 ). Hence 
r 2 r 2 
+ 1_~ r 4 sin 4 2 F (r,  0 )  = - -~- (r2-4) 0 - ros in  20 + f(r). 
(3.26) 
In considering the partial differential equation for F2, 
we choose H"  (A) = 0 and f (r) = 0 for simplification, 
and our solution reads :
(*) The author thanks Dr. W. Nelson for the suggestion. 
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e[1 ~ sin 40-O] r  4 + t 1 + eO--~- sin 201r2-C0 = 0 
(3.27) 
Note that these terms have been rearranged to show 
that the solution is quadratic in r 2. The root with 
the - sign is not analytic in e Whereas the root with 
the + sign is and r 2 -+ 4 as 0 -* ..oo in the latter case. 
Hence r = 2 represents he periodic solution in the 
first approximation. 
4. A PREDATOR-PREY MODEL 
The technique is now applied to the classical predator- 
prey model (see pp. 263-264 of [5]), after it is changed 
into a weakly interacting model by inserting an e par- 
ameter in the interacting terms. Consider 
dx _ (a - qx - eby)x dy _ (c + py-edx)y.  
dt dt (4.1) 
The constants a, b, c, d, p and q are assumed positive 
while 0 < e ~ 1. In the xy phase plane we consider 
dy_  (c + py -edx)  y (4.2) 
dx (a-qx - eby) x 
In the case of p = q = 0, there exists the integral 
In I xCy a I - e (by + dx) = C 0. 
However, for q > 0, there are two singular points of 
(4.2), 
a 0); S 2=(  ap+ebc  , .ead-cq  ). 
S l=(q  ' qp+e2bd qp+e2bd 
Since x and y are in the first quadrant, he smallness 
ore indicates that only S 1 will be relevant, so that we 
are concerned only with the stable node located at 




g+(u) I g (u) ~ -- -  - - -  / 
f+tu) I f (U) ~¢ ~ ~ /  




• . ~, x 
a/q 
Fig. 1. 
For e = 0, the equation for F0(x, y) is written in terms 
of the differential operator 
D (x, y) = x (a- qx) -~x - y (c + py) a (4.3) 
3y 
so that 
D (x, y) F 0 (x, y) = 0. (4.4) 
The solution is 
F0 (x, y) = H (A) where A =l a_~- ]c ]c+-~- I  a 
There follows (4.5) 
D (x, y) F1 (x, y) = xy [b aF0 - d a F 0 ] 
ax ay 
= acAH'(A) [ by d__x  .]. (4.6) 
a - qx  c + py 
We let 
F l(x, y) = acH" (A) g (x, y), so that 
D(x,y) gi x,y)= dy _ dx (4.7) 
a - qx  c + py 
In the next series of steps we transform x and y twice 
so that x -* ~ -~ u and y -~ r/-+ v. The function g is 
replaced with h(~, r/) and this puts (4.7) into a form 
easily solvable. Therefore we start with 
=qx  and r /=py  
so that (4.7) becomes 
b It/+ ~r/ 1_ a_ ._ [~_ ~r/ 
b (}, r/) g (}, r/) = p-a- a -  } qc c + r/ 
] 
with (4.8) 
b (~, r/) = ~ Ca - ~)~ - r/(c + r/) a . a~ at/ 
Substitute 
g(~' r/)= d lnqc  I a -~ l  -pa  b In I c + r/I + h (}, r/) 
(4.9) 
into (4.8) to obtain 
b (~, n) h (}, n) = }n [ b 
pa 
Finally we consider 
u=lA i  +: +. ' c+r /  
1 + d 1 
a-----g qc c~ 1" (4aO) 
with h (}, n) = L+ (u. v). 
(4.11) 
L+ (u, v) is relevant when ~ < a and L (u, v) when 
> a. In terms of the original x and y variables we 
have : 
L+(U, v), defined for 0 < ~ < a where u = ~/(a-~) is 
such that 0 < u < oo corresponds to 0 < x < a/q while 
0 < v < 1 corresponds to 0 ¢ y < 0% 
L(u ,  v), defined for ~ > a where u = ~/(~ - a) is such 
that oo> u > i corresponds to a/q < x <oo while 
0 < v < 1 corresponds to 0 < y < oo .  
Note that when x -~ a__ + 0 we have u-+ + oo .  
q 
Equation (4.10) now becomes 
3L+ 3L+ [be 1__  + da 1 ] • 
au 3u  -cv  av - +uv pa 1 -v  qc l+u  
(4.12) 
Equation (4.12) can be reduced to two ordinary differ- 
ential equations by the substitution 
(4.13) L+ (u, v) = uf+ (v) + vg+ (u) 
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and the solutions are expressed in integral form : 
b va/C dv (4.14) ¢_+ iv)= ± i ,a  f v a/c (v-  1) 
d uC/a du 
g+ (u)  = -+ qc f u c/a (1 + u) ° 
We rewrite (4.5) in terms of u and v so that 
A = (u/q) c (v/p) a 
The solution now has the form 
d In a b 8(A) + eacAH'(A) [--q--~-- ]-1-~-u-+ u I-pa 
+ uf± (v) + vg+ (u) ] = B 0 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
In choosing H(A) we need to know the behaviour of 
g± (u) for large u. The integrand in (4.15) can be 
expanded in terms of 1/u and this indicates that g+(u) 
can always be made O(1) as u -* oo by an appropriate 
choice of integration constant. Hence we replace (4.15) 
by 
+d uC/a L u- dw (4 .17)  
g+_(u)= q-~- wC/a( l±w)  
and 
-d  a 
Therefore AH'(A) = O (l/u) so that AH'(A) = -A -1/c 
and 
H (A) = cA -1 /c -  cqpa/C 
UV a/c 
Equation (4.16) now becomes 
cqp a/c acp a/c [~ ln l la__~u I _ba  In] 1---~v I
uva/c e uva/c 
• (4.18) "1 
+ uf+ (v) + vg+ (u)J = B 0 
The choice H(A) was made by requiring that we obtain 
with the O(e) terms a value for v as u -~ 06 ; i.e., the 
value of y as x -~ am + 0. In example 1 this criteria 
q 
took the form of requiring avalue for u(x) from the 
e terms as x -~ 0. 
Consider branch one as indicated in figure 1. We see 
from the integral definition of (4.14) that 
± b---va/C f+ (v) = pa [h (v) + C+ ] so that taking the limit 
as u -~ oo in (4.18), we have v = ~ (~ is indicated in 
figure 1), and 
_ ebcp(a/c ) -1(±) [h (G') + C±] = B 0. (4.19) 
Considering this equation twice, once for + and once 
for - ,  and dividing, we obtain a relation between C+ 
andC_ : 
C_ = - 2I-I (v'~ - C+ (4.20) 
Given the initial condition y(x0) = Y0, we compute 
u 0 and v 0 from (4.11), and determine B 0 according 
to (2.10). I f x  0 < a/q where f_ and g_ are relevant, 
then we choose C = 0. Equation (4.20) determines 
the remaining constant. I f  x 0 > a/q then C+ = 0 and 
C is defined in (4.20). The value ~" is computed from 
(4.19) and on branch one we see that the solution con- 
sists of two separate implicit formulations that are 
matched at x = a/q.'In a neighborhood of this x value 
the O(1) and O(e) terms interact strongly. 
Since our approximation is of the form F(u, v) = B 0, 
we expect branch points where 8F /8v  = 0. Consider 
1/u = O(e) and x < a/q so that (4.18) can be appioxi- 
mated by utilizing (4.19) (with the + sign). Hence 
cqp a/c ebcp(a/c) - 1 [h(v) + C+] = B 0. (4.21) 
uva/c 
Taking the partial of (4.21) with respect o v and set- 
ting it to zero, we obtain 
1 [a  + e bc  v 
v(a/c) + 1 u p vZ1 ] = 0. (4.22) 
Note that in figure 1, the branch points lie on a straight 
line in the xy-plane and 
a - qx - eby = a-L-- + e b c v_v__ - _ 0 (4.23) 
l+u  p v -1  
so that (4.22) and (4.23) agree to O(1/u). 
Now consider the second branch where initial condi- 
tions corresponding to X < a/q are necessary. The + 
sign is chosen in (4.18) and C+ and B 0 are obtained 
in the manner previously described. 
On branch three the - sign is chosen. Again, the con- 
stants C and B 0 are well defined and this is the branch 
the usual perturbation procedure would approximate. 
In the case of branches two and three, the solutions 
approach zero (y ~ 0) as x -~ ~ + 0. Hence, we note 
q 
that setting e= 0 yields 
va/C = c qp a/c 
B0u 
Substituting this expression i to the O(e) terms of 
(4.18) and using the + sign on branch two, and the 
-sign on branch three, we can obtain explicit formula- 
tions by such an iteration. For these solutions we then 
have v-~ 0 as u -+ oo. 
Consider now the sample case ~-  = 2 that the functions 
g+(u) and f±(v) can be explicitly exhibited. 
qc x/w ( l+w) qc 
(4.24) 
-d X/'~'u L u dw -d V~ulnl l+.~_~.~u I 
g_(u)= qc ~w ( l -w ;  qc l_~4ru 
(4.25) 
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+b v 2 fv  dw 
f+ (v) = pa w 2 (w- l )  
+b v 2 [ ln  1 + q = ~-+ (4.26) 
Equations (4.11), (4.21)-(4.23)ut i l ized in (4.18) 
comprise the solutions. 
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